
I thank GOD that I am a partaker of HIS divine nature. I have

access to the voice of GOD. I delight in the LORD and cherish HIS

Words. I am a man of the secret place therefore my hands are

steady and strengthened. 

I declare that I grow, I wax strong in the Spirit, I am filled with

wisdom, and the Grace of GOD is upon my life. I have been

handpicked by Grace and chosen by the force of mercy to serve

GOD’s counsel in this hour at a higher pedestal. Necessary doors

are unlocked for my sake and they will be mine to access in order

to perpetuate kingdom influence. 

I am GRACED TO GOVERN (2Pet1:4, Psa27:4,8, Ezra7:28, Lk2:40)

I will not lose relevance, rather, the challenges in the world have

become a perfect stage for me to manifest my sonship and give

expression to The GOD Nature inside me. 

Men will be forced to come to terms with that which GOD has

ordained to be accomplished through me. I succeed like satan

does not exist. I AM GRACED TO GOVERN.
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The BLOOD of The Everlasting Covenant avails for me, silencing

every voice raised in opposition and neutralizing every plot of the

wicked. I enjoy cheap victories and sweatless triumphs. (Psa110:1-
2, Gen26:22.49:22, 2Chron20:22).

My home is under GOD’s government, therefore we enjoy HIS

Peace. I enjoy GOD’s wisdom in governing the affairs of my home.

My home is filled with great Blessings and wealth. 

My wife is Bold, Beautiful and Blossoming by the Blessing. My

children are taught of the LORD and great shall be their peace.

My sons are like plants grown up in their youth and my daughters

are like cornerstones polished after the similitude of the palace.

They are the seeds of the righteous and they are mighty upon the

earth (Psa144:12, Gen10:8, Isa54:13, Psa128:3).

Over Nigeria, we legislate the fulfilment of GOD's will. Judgment

is released upon the camp of the troublers of this nation.

Destruction and complaining cease in our streets. Righteousness

buds, truth and justice prevail in our land. 

The lives of our citizens will thrive and blossom. We announce a

season of favour for our nation, everything is changing for the

better! We decree a shift in the political landscape, the

emergence of servant leaders and the total annihilation of

tyrannical leaders. With a shout, we declare: Unity and Faith,

Peace and

Progress. In Jesus' Name. (Ps. 2,3, Gal 5:12, 2Thess1:6, Psm 144:14,
Prov 14:34a,Psa 102:13)



The HarvestHouse Nation is the house of bread for all Nations. We

declare the GRACE OF GOD is boldly projected over this house.

We do not lack men and we do not lack means. 

The Word is working and our storehouses are full of the best of

provision. Across the Nations of the World, room is made for us;

we are planted and flourishing in JESUS name. (Deut. 33:6, Exo
36:7, Ps. 92:14, Acts 11:23, 6:7).


